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Abstract— In this paper we study the (classical) problem of
reconstructing a continuous-time signal from its samples.We
adopt a system-theoretical viewpoint of this problem. Namely,
we assume that the continuous-time signal is modeled as the
output of a linear time-invariant system and then formulate
the reconstruction problem as the (eitherL2 or L

1) optimal
model-matching problem in the lifted domain. This leads to
an alternative proof of the celebrated Sampling Theorem and
some interesting extensions.

Keywords— Sampled-data systems, Sampling Theorem, lift-
ing, hybrid signal processing

I. I NTRODUCTION

The problem of reconstructing a continuous-time signal
from its sampled measurements is important in numerous
signal / image processing and control applications. This
problem has been extensively studied in both the mathe-
matical and engineering literature, see [1]–[3] for detailed
overviews of the subject. Arguably, both classical and
modern treatments of the reconstruction problem are pre-
dominantlysignal based, in the sense that they explicitly
account for the properties of the signal to be reconstructed
(e.g., as belonging to some subspace) and attempt to end
up with an explicit waveform of the reconstructed signal.

About a decade ago, Khargonekar and Yamamoto [4]
addressed the reconstruction problem via methods of
sampled-data control theory. Conceptually, the core of
the approach of [4] is to treat the problem in a form,
similar to that presented in Fig. 1. Here, the signal to be
reconstructed,v, is modeledas the output of a linear time-
invariant signal generatorG driven by a fictitious signalw.
The signalv is then sampled by a sampling (A/D) device
S, processed by a discrete-time (digital) systemNF , and
converted back to an analog estimateu of v by a hold
(D/A) deviceH . As common in control (and uncommon in
signal processing), the signal generator is used to account
for properties ofv, such as its spectral density, bandwidth,
etc. The reconstruction problem can then be posed as
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Fig. 1. Sampled signal reconstruction setup

the problem of designing a discrete-time systemNF and,
possibly, hybrid systemsS and/orH , which make the error
systemGe from w to the reconstruction errore D v � u

“small” (in whatever sense). This setup is thussystem
based. The advantages here are that this formulation makes
it possible to abstract the design from signal assumptions
(for example, stochastic and deterministic cases reduce to
the same framework) and the reconstructor is designed
directly as a system, which enables one to take into account
stability and causality constraints explicitly.

In [4] and some follow-ups, the performance measure is
taken to be theH 1 norm of Ge and bothS andH are
assumed given, so that only the discrete-time filterNF is
designed. The main technical difficulty in this case is to
account for relaxations of the causality ofNF , see [5]. An
approach to convert this problem to an equivalent discrete-
time problem is proposed in [6], yet this approach is intrin-
sically not transparent. When an alternativeH 2 approach is
adopted, the causality relaxation can be efficiently handled
in the case when onlyS is fixed and both NF andH are
designed, see [7], [8].

The case in which all three systems in the dark shadowed
block in Fig. 1 are design parameters is less studied. This
problem, however, is quite important. Its solution would
show how an analog signal should be sampled so as to
be reconstructable with minimal losses. If the cascade
H NFS is constrained to be strictly causal, optimal sampled-
data solutions are easily produced from corresponding
continuous-time solutions [9]. The situation becomes con-
siderably more complicated when the causality ofH NFS
is allowed to be relaxed, which is common in signal
processing applications. To the best of our knowledge, no
solution for this case is available in the literature.

In this paper we study the signal reconstruction problem
assuming thatS, NF , andH all are available for the design
and that no causality constraints are imposed on the cas-
cadeH NFS. Although the latter assumption clearly renders
the problem less practical, it enables one to determine the
absolute lower bound for the achievable reconstruction per-
formance. We consider bothH 2 andH 1 (more precisely,
L2 andL1) performance measures and address the prob-
lem via the use of the lifting transformation [10], [11]. We
show that the problems are reduced to frequency-domain
optimizations in the lifted domain with rank constraints
imposed on the transfer function of the lifted reconstructor.
Surprisingly (or, on second thought, not surprisingly), the
optimal reconstructor always coincides with that of the
Sampling Theorem (aka Whittaker-Kotel’nikov-Shannon,
or WKS, theorem) [1]–[3], effectively irrespective of the
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signal generatorG and the performance measure chosen
(L2 or L1). Namely, the optimal sampler is the ideal
sampler preceded by the ideal low-pass filter with the
Nyquist frequency as its bandwidth,NF D I , and the
optimal hold is the sinc interpolator. In other words, we
present asystem theoretic proof of the Sampling Theorem.

Curiously, many technicalities we use throughout the
paper appear to be known in the literature. We mention
the papers [12]–[15] and books [10], [11] to name a few.
Our contribution may then be viewed as finding a right
framework (including a notational one) in which many
pieces fall into place. We also consider signals operating
on the whole time axis (eitherR or Z) and non-causal
systems, which is a bit different from previous studies in
the control literature.

Our treatment leads to some interesting extensions.
For example, we can explicitly account for measurement
noise. Another example considered in the paper is the
extension to the case of two1 discrete measurements of
filtered versions of the signal to be reconstructed, like its
derivative. It is well known [1] that in this case signals can
be perfectly recovered from their measurements sampled
with the half Nyquist frequency. It appeared, however, to
be an open question [3, p. 124] whether this is indeed the
lower bound, like the sampling with the Nyquist frequency
is for single measurements. The paper gives an affirmative
answer to this question.

A. Notation

Throughout,h denotes the sampling period and!N
:D �

h

is the associated Nyquist frequency. The sinc function
with “period” h is defined as sinch.t/

:D sin.!Nt/=.!Nt/.
Signals are represented by lowercase symbols such as
y.t/ W R ! C and overbars indicate discrete time signals,
NyŒk� W Z ! C. For any setA the indicator function1A.t/

is 1 if t 2 A and is zero elsewhere. The unit step (which
is actually 1RC.t/) is denoted1.t/ (in continuous time)
and N1Œk� in discrete time. Similarlyı.t/ is the Dirac delta
function andNıŒk� is the discrete unit pulse. The number of
elements of a vector-valued signalv is denoted bynv.

Uppercase calligraphic symbols, likeG, denote systems,
the impulse response/kernel of which is denoted with
lowercase symbols, such asg. The transfer function of
a lifted system is denoted by accented upper case symbols
with the frequency variable in braces, such asMG.z/. Other
more specific notion for lifted signals is defined later.

L2
B
.A/ is the set of functionsf from A to Bnf that

have finite normkf kL2.A/
:D .

R

t2A
jf .t/j2 dt/1=2 with j � j

some given norm onBnf . In caseBnf D Cnf then we
assume the standard Euclidean norm. Sometimes we use
L
:D L2

C
.Œ0;h//. The spacè2

B
.Z/ is the set of Nf W Z ! Bnf

with finite norm.
P

k2Z
j Nf Œk�j2/1=2 for some normj � j on

Bnf .

1Extensions to multiple measurement channels are also straightforward.
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Fig. 2. Hybrid signal processing block (HSPB)

II. H YBRID SIGNAL PROCESSINGBLOCK

We start with scrutinizing the structure of our design
block, which is highlighted by the dark shadowed box in
Fig. 1. Hereafter, this block is referred to as thehybrid
signal processingblock (HSPB) and denoted byFHSP.

A detailed block-diagram of a general HSPB is depicted
in Fig. 2. It consists of an A/D converter (sampler)S, a
discrete-time signal processing element (filter)NF , and a
D/A converter (hold)H . We assume that all these systems
are linear, NF is shift invariant, and thatS and H are
synchronized with a uniform sampling periodh > 0.
Below, we describe each one of these blocks:

a) Sampler:By a sampling deviceS we understand
any linear device transforming a functiony.t/ W R ! Cny

into a function NyŒk� W Z ! Cn Ny . Assuming that

S.y.� � h// D .Sy/Œ� � 1�;

which can be thought of as a sort of A/D shift invariance,
a general model for such a device is

Ny D Sy W NyŒk� D
Z 1

�1
 .kh � s/y.s/ds; k 2 Z; (1)

for some .t/, called thesampling function.
b) Hold: By a hold deviceH we understand a linear

device transforming a functionNuŒk� W Z ! CnNu into a
function u.t/ W R ! Cnu . Assuming D/A shift invariance,
understood as

H . NuŒ� � 1�/ D .H Nu/.� � h/;

a general model of this device is

u DH Nu W u.t/ D
X

i2Z

�.t � ih/ NuŒi �; t 2 R; (2)

for somehold function2 �.t/. It is readily seen that the
hold function is the response ofH to the discrete unit
pulse NıŒi �. The hold can also be thought of as a modulator
of the input sequencef NuŒi �g. For example, a hold device
with the hold function

�.t/ D
�h 0 h

transforms (by linearity and shift invariance) the discrete
unit step N1Œi � into the modulated step

1
X

kD0

�.t � kh/ D
�h 0 h

:

2Thus, psi stands for sampler and phi for hold.
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Remark 2.1:Note that we do not restrict the input and
output dimension ofS andH . For example, the sampler
may produce a vector-valued discrete signal (n Ny > 1) from
a scalar analog signal (ny D 1). This renders the setup
general enough to describe multirate problems (after using
the polyphase decomposition).

c) Digital part: A general form of the LTI discrete-
time system NF is the convolution model

Nu D NF Ny W NuŒk� D
X

i2Z

Nf Œk � i � NyŒi �; k 2 Z;

where the sequenceNf Œk� is known as theimpulse response
of NF . This discrete-time system, however, can always be
absorbed intoS and/orH via redefining the functions 
and �, respectively. When analyzing the HSPB we thus
may assume without loss of generality that

NF D I or, equivalently, Nf Œk� D NıŒk�: (3)

In the design ofFHSP, this assumption can be made if either
sampler or hold (or both) is a design parameter, which is
always the case in this paper.

Some examples of sampling and hold devices are:
Example 2.1:The ideal samplerSIdl, defined as

Nu D SIdlu W NuŒk� WD u.kh/;

has the sampling function Idl.t/
:D ı.t/. For continuous

inputs the ideal sampler is well defined. ▽

Example 2.2:The impulse-train modulatorH ITM is a
hold that maps sequences to a sum of delta functions, as
follows:

y DH ITM Ny W y.t/ D
X

i2Z

NyŒi �ı.t � ih/:

This hold has the hold function�ITM .t/
:D ı.t/. ▽

Example 2.3:The zero-order holdHZOH, the output of
which is kept constant over the intersample period as
follows:

y DHZOH Ny W y.kh C �/ D NyŒk�; � 2 Œ0;h/;
has the rectangle hold function�ZOH.t/

:D 1Œ0;h/.t/. ▽

Example 2.4:The predictive first-order holdHFOH, the
output of which is a linear interpolator of two successive
input values,

y D HFOH Ny W y.kh C �/ D �

h
NyŒk C 1�C h � �

h
NyŒk�;

for all � 2 Œ0;h/, has the triangular hold function�FOH.t/
:D

.1 � jt j=h/1Œ�h;h�.t/. ▽

It is easy to see that the zero-order hold can be presented
as the cascade of the impulse train hold and an LTI system
with the transfer function1�e�sh

s
. Similarly, the predictive

first-order hold is the cascade ofH ITM and an LTI system
with the transfer function

�

1�e�sh

s

�2
esh. This property is

generic: any hold of the form (2) may be seen as the
cascade of the impulse-train modulator and an analog LTI
system with the impulse response�.t/, i.e.,

H D G�H ITM :

Likewise, any sampler of the form (1) can be considered as
the cascade of a continuous-time LTI system with impulse
response .t/ and the ideal sampler,

S D SIdlG :
Thus, SIdl andH ITM , together with LTI systems, can be
regarded as basic building blocks of any A/D and D/A
device, respectively. This fact simplifies the analysis of
the HSPB. Another observation that one can infer from
the arguments above is that sampling and hold devices can
absorb any analog LTI pre- and post-filters, respectively.
For instance,S1F D .SIdlG 1/F D SIdl.G 1F / D S2 and
we end up with a new sampler, the sampling function of
which is the impulse responses ofG 2

:D G 1F .
Example 2.5:Less conventional yet important for the

developments in this paper is the sinc-sampler

Ny D Ssincy W NyŒk� D 1

h

Z 1

�1
sinch.kh � s/y.s/ds:

It can be viewed as the ideal lowpass filter with the cutoff
frequency!N followed by the ideal sampler. The impulse
response of the lowpass filter becomes then the sampling
function, sinc.t/

:D 1
h

sinch.t/. ▽

Example 2.6:Dual, in a sense, to the sinc-sampler is
the sinc-hold (sinc-interpolator), acting as

u D HsincNu W u.t/ D
X

i2Z

sinch.t � ih/ NuŒi �:

This is the interpolator used in the Sampling Theorem to
reconstruct bandlimited signals from their samples. It can
be viewed as the impulse train modulator followed by a
scaled ideal lowpass filter with the cutoff frequency!N.
The hold function in this case is�sinc.t/

:D sinch.t/. ▽

Consider now the HSPB in Fig. 2 as a continuous-time
system fromy to u. Assuming that (3) holds, we have:

u.t/ D
X

i2Z

�.t � ih/

Z 1

�1
 .ih � s/y.s/ds

D
Z 1

�1

X

i2Z

�.t � ih/ .ih � s/y.s/ds:

Thus,FHSP is an integral operator of the form

u.t/ D
Z 1

�1
g.t; s/y.s/ds (4)

with the kernel function

g.t; s/ D fHSP.t; s/
:D

X

i2Z

�.t � ih/ .ih � s/:

We know that system (4) is shift (time) invariant iff
g.t; s/ D g.t C �; s C �/ for all � 2 R. This is in general
not true for the kernelfHSP.t; s/ above. Thus, operations
of continuous time signals that include A/D and D/A
converters are not a time-invariant operation in general.
Many of the techniques that are available for LTI systems
can therefore not be applied toFHSP so easily. The time
invariance can, however, be regained on noticing that

fHSP.t; s/ D fHSP.t C kh; s C kh/; 8k 2 Z:
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(a) f .t/ in continuous time
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(b) f Mf Œk�g in the lifted domain

Fig. 3. Lifting analog signalf .t/ D sinch.t/

This property, known as theh-periodicity (or the h-shift
invariance), enables us to convertFHSP into an equivalent
shift-invariant system using the linear transformation called
lifting [10], [11].

III. L IFTING FOR h-SHIFT-INVARIANT SYSTEMS

The lifting transformation—or merelylifting—can be
seen as a way of separating the behavior into a fully
time invariant discrete-time behavior and afinite-horizon
continuous-time behavior. The result will be that the famil-
iar discrete-time LTI notions do extend toh-shift invariant
systems, be it with a finite-horizon modification that is
needed to account for the intersample behavior. Fig. 3
explains the idea and the definition is given below:

Definition 3.1: For any signalf W R ! Cnf the lifting
Mf W Z ! fŒ0;h/ ! Cnf g is defined as the sequence of

functionsf Mf Œk�g for which

Mf Œk�.�/ D f .kh C �/

is satisfied for allk 2 Z and� 2 Œ0;h/. ▽

In other words, with lifting we consider a function over
R as a concatenation (sequence) of functions overŒ0;h/.
Clearly, this incurs no loss of information as it simply
is another representation of the signal. Continuous-time
systemsy D Gu in the lifted domain are denoted asMy D
MG Mu. In the lifted domain mapping (4), ifh-shift invariant,

reads

MuŒk�.�/ D u.kh C �/ D
Z 1

�1
g.kh C �; �/y.�/d�

D
X

i2Z

Z h

0

g.kh C �; ih C �/y.ih C �/d�

D
X

i2Z

Z h

0

g..k � i/h C �; �/ MyŒi �.�/d�: (5)

The price to pay with lifting is thedouble time index, a
discrete timek and a continuous time� , the latter of which
can also be interpreted as theinfinite dimensionalityof
underlying signal spaces. But with lifting we conceptually
regain the time invariance in return:

Lemma 3.1:An h-shift invariant system (4) in the lifted
domain is a shift-invariant convolution with respect to
discrete time,

MuŒk� D
X

i2Z

MGŒk � i � MyŒi �; (6)

where MGŒk�, k 2 Z, is the(lifted) impulse responsesystem
that maps functions to functions, defined as

. MGŒk� Mw/.�/ D
Z h

0

g.kh C �; �/ Mw.�/d�

D
Z h

0

g.�; � � kh/ Mw.�/d�; � 2 Œ0;h/: (7)

Proof: Immediate from (5).
The kernel g.�; �/ in this context is known as the

impulse response kerneland MGŒk� simply as theimpulse
response.

Example 3.1:Fig. 4 represents the cascade of the ideal
sampler and the zero-order hold. This system determines

yNu D Nyu HZOH SIdl

Fig. 4. Cascade of ideal sampler and zero-order hold

the relationu.t/ D y.bt=hc/, which in the lifted domain
reads MuŒk�.�/ D MyŒk�.0/, that is, thekth element of the
lifted output is a function of thekth lifted input element
only: . MGŒ0� My/.�/ D My.0/ and all other MGŒk� are zero. This
is a static LTI system. ▽

Although it appears natural to begin with integral rep-
resentations (4) (because it allows to make the lifting
operators concrete), the precise integral form (7) only blurs
the reasoning once the advantages of lifting sinks in. One
would therefore prefer to think of lifted system purely in
discrete time (6), i.e., by suppressing the finite-horizon
time dependence.

Example 3.2:In the same vein, the cascade in Fig. 4 is
preferably depicted as in Fig. 5, with all signals discrete.

MyNu D NyMu JHZOH
KSIdl

Fig. 5. Cascade of ideal sampler and zero-order hold in the lifted domain

Here KSIdl is the lifted ideal sampler transforming a sequence
of functionsf MyŒk�g into a sequence of numbersf NyŒk�g as
NyŒk� D MyŒk�.0/ and JHZOH is the lifted zero-order hold
transforming a sequence of numbersf NuŒk�g into a sequence
of functions f MuŒk�g as MuŒk�.�/ D NuŒk� for all � 2 Œ0;h/.
Both these blocks are static discrete-time LTI systems and
we can write Mu D JHZOH

KSIdl My, like in the case of standard
discrete-time systems. ▽

The reasonings of Example 3.2 work in the general case
as well. Indeed, if the inputy of the A/D converter in Fig. 2
is lifted, then sampler (1) can be rewritten as

Ny D KS My W NyŒk� D
X

i2Z

Z h

0

 ..k � i/h � �/ MyŒi �.�/d�

:D
X

i2Z

K	Œk � i � MyŒi �; (8)
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which describes a pure discrete-time shift-invariant system
and we think of the operatorK	Œk� W fŒ0;h/ ! Cny g 7! Cn Ny

as its impulse response. Similarly, the action of the hold
device described by (2) with respect to the lifted outputMu
is

Mu D JH Nu W MuŒk� D
X

i2Z

J̊ Œk � i � NuŒi �; (9)

where the operatorJ̊ Œk� W CnNu 7! fŒ0;h/ ! Cnug for each
k acts as the multiplication by the lifted hold functionM�Œk�,
i.e., . J̊ Œk��/.�/ D M�Œk�.�/� for every� 2 C

nNu . This is also
a pure discrete shift-invariant system.

Example 3.3:Consider the predictive first-order hold
from Example 2.4 having the hold function

�FOH.t/ D
�h 0 h

1

:

Then the lifted holdMu D JHFOH Nu is a discrete FIR system
with support inf�1; 0g. It maps numbersNuŒk� to functions
on Œ0;h/ as follows:

MuŒk� D M�FOHŒ0� NuŒk�C M�FOHŒ�1� NuŒk C 1�

D
0 h

NuŒk�
C

0 h

NuŒk C 1� D
0 h

NuŒk�
NuŒk C 1� ;

so MuŒk�.�/ is the straight line interpolatingNuŒk� and NuŒkC1�

at � D 0 and� D h, respectively. ▽

Remark 3.1:The various lifted operators that we have
seen so far come with different accents to emphasize the
dimensionality of their domain and range. Overbars such
as in Nu D NF Ny stress that the system maps a sequence
taking values inCny to a sequence taking values inCnu .
The breve accent, such as inMG, indicates that input and
output space at each discrete time is infinite dimensional,
fŒ0;h/ ! Cng. SamplersKS map infinite-dimensional space
fŒ0;h/ ! Cng to finite-dimensional spaceCn, which is
what the acute accent indicates, and holdsJH map finite-
dimensional space to infinite-dimensional space, indicated
by the grave accent. The lifted hybrid signal processor
(mind (3), which can be imposed with no loss of gen-
erality) then is a mappingMFHSP D JH KS that goes from
an infinite-dimensional space to a finite-dimensional one
and back to another infinite-dimensional space again. The
accents help in keeping track of the signal space dimen-
sions. Incidentally, the fact that hybrid signal processors
involve finite-dimensional spaces and therefore have finite
rank turns out to be a defining property of such systems
and it is going to play an important role in the sequel.

To conclude, with lifting all elements of a hybrid system
are considered on an equal footing (discrete time) and
many of the familiar LTI notions can be re-used almost
verbatim. It comes at a cost though: the infinite dimension-
ality of the certain input and output signal spaces. Yet this
difficulty turns out not to be crucial and can be alleviated
by exploiting the structure of the resulting operator-valued
mappings.

IV. L IFTED SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS IN THE

FREQUENCY DOMAIN

Frequency-domain methods are an important tool in
systems analysis and design. With the regained time in-
variance, these methods can be applied to hybrid systems
in the lifted domain.

A. z- and Fourier transforms

Naturally thez-transformZhf Mf g of a lifted signal Mf is
defined with respect to the discrete time index.

Definition 4.1: The (lifted) z-transform Zhf Mf g of a
lifted signal Mf is defined as

Zhf Mf g :D Mf .z/ :D
X

k2Z

Mf Œk�z�k ; (10)

for all z 2 C for which the series converges. ▽

It is worthwhile to emphasize that for eachz 2 C, the
z-transform (if it exists) is still a function of time,

Mf .zI �/ D
X

k2Z

Mf Œk�.�/z�k ; � 2 Œ0;h/:

The Fourier transformFh with respect to the discrete
variable is formally defined by assigningz D ej� :

Definition 4.2: The (lifted) Fourier transformFhf Mf g of
a lifted Mf is defined as

Fhf Mf g :D Mf .ej� /
:D

X

k2Z

Mf Œk�e�j�k ;

where� 2 Œ��; �� is the lifted frequency. ▽

Like the z-transform, also the Fourier transformMf .ej� /

is still a function of time,

Mf .ej� I �/ D
X

k2Z

f .� C kh/e�jk� :

The lifted Fourier transform is in a way a partial Fourier
transform in that only time shifts of multipleskh are
combined in the transformation. With that in mind, it is
easy to figure out that it can be completed to a full classic
Fourier transformF.j!/:

F.j!k/ D
Z h

0

Mf .ej� I �/e�j!k �d�; (11)

where

!k
:D � C 2�k

h
D �

h
C 2!Nk: (12)

This says, in fact, that1
h
F.j!k/ for any fixed� is thekth

Fourier series coefficient of the functionMf .ej� I �/e�j� t=h.
Hence, classic Fourier theory tells us that for anyf 2
L2.R/ the inverse of (11) exists for almost every� 2
Œ��; �� with

Mf .ej� I �/ D 1

h

X

i2Z

F.j!i/ej!i � ; (13)

This formula is important in the subsequent analysis.
Remark 4.1:A special case of equality (13) correspond-

ing to the case of� D 0 yields actually the classical for-
mula connecting Fourier transforms of a continuous-time
signal and its sampled version:Fhf Nf g D 1

h

P

k2Z
F.j!k/.
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Example 4.1:To illustrate a use of formula (13), con-
sider the Fourier transform of

f .t/ D m

h
sinch=m.t/; m 2 N:

BecauseF.j!/ D 1Œ�m!N ;m!N �.!/ with !N D �=h, (13)
yields the following lifted Fourier transform off .t/:

Mf .ej� I �/ D 1

h

dm=2e�1
X

iD�bm=2c
ej!i sign� � ; � 2 Œ0;h�:

In particular, if m D 1, F.j!/ D 1Œ�!N ;!N �.!/ and

Mf .ej� I �/ D 1

h
ej��=h

for � 2 Œ��; �� and� 2 Œ0;h�. ▽

Example 4.2:The Fourier transform of

f .t/ D 1

h
sinc2

h.t/

is the “tent”F.j!/ D .1 � j!j=.2!N//1Œ�2!N ;2!N �.!/. Then

Mf .ej� I �/ D 1

h
ej��=h

�

1 � j� j
2!N

C j� j
2!N

e�j2!N� sign�

�

for � 2 Œ��; �� and� 2 Œ0;h�. ▽

B. Transfer function & frequency response

The transfer function MG.z/ of a lifted system (6) is
formally defined as thez-transform its impulse response

MG.z/ :D
X

i2Z

MGŒi � z�i : (14)

A standard index change of (6) then naturally shows that
the lifted z-transforms of input and output satisfy the
familiar

Mu.z/ D MG.z/ My.z/: (15)

While for LTI systemsu D Gy the Laplace transform ren-
ders the system a multiplication, now forh-shift invariant
systems (4) the equality (15) for eachz defines a finite
integral over a sampling period:

Lemma 4.1:Consider anh-shift invariant system (4)
and its lifted convolution representation (6). The transfer
function MG.z/ defined by (14) is a mapping of the form
(15) sendingMy.z/ to

Mu.zI �/ D
Z h

0

Mg.zI �; �/ My.zI �/d�; � 2 Œ0;h/; (16)

where Mg.zI �; �/ is the lifted z-transform of the impulse
response kernelg.t; s/ with respect to its first variable,

Mg.zI �; �/ :D
X

k2Z

g.� C kh; �/z�k : (17)

Proof: Follows the steps of [13, p. 421].
Alternatively the transfer kernelMg.zI �; �/ is the “1=z-

transform” with respect to its second variable. Again we
want to make the point here that (15) is more in the spirit
of lifting than the gritty details of Lemma 4.1.

Example 4.3:In Example 3.1 we showed that the im-
pulse responseMGŒk� of the cascade of the ideal sampler

and the zero-order hold is such that. MGŒ0� My/.�/ D My.0/
and with all other MGŒk� equal to zero. Therefore, the
transfer function of this cascade in the lifted domain acts
as MG.z/ My.z/ D My.zI 0/. ▽

“Semi-lifted” elements, lifted sampler and hold, can be
described in terms of their lifted transfer functions in the
same way. By definition, the transfer function of the lifted
sampler KS in (8) is

K	.z/ :D
X

i2Z

K	Œi � z�i ; (18)

which for eachz 2 C where it is defined is a linear
functional fromfŒ0;h/ ! Cny g to Cn Ny of the form

Ny.z/ D K	.z/ My.z/ W Ny.z/ D
Z h

0

M .zI ��/ Mu.zI �/d�:

Similarly, the transfer function of the lifted holdJH in (9)
is

J̊ .z/ :D
X

i2Z

J̊ Œi � z�i ; (19)

which for eachz 2 C where it is defined is a (multiplica-
tion) operator fromCnNu to fŒ0;h/ ! Cnug of the form

Mu.z/ D J̊ .z/ Nu.z/ W Mu.zI �/ D M�.zI �/ Nu.z/:

Example 4.4:Consider again the predictive first-order
holdHFOH studied in Examples 2.4 and 3.3. Inspecting the
formulae in the later example, it is readily seen that

M�FOH.zI �/ D M�FOHŒ0�C M�FOHŒ�1� z D
0 h

C
0 h

z:

The “static gain” of this transfer function isJ̊FOH.1I �/ � 1,
which agrees with our understanding of this hold. ▽

Obviously, MG.ej� / will be referred to as the(lifted)
frequency responseand the transfer kernelMg.ej� / as its
frequency response kernel.

Example 4.5:Consider the sinc-samplerSsinc presented
in Example 2.5. Its sampling function is sinc D 1

h
sinch.t/.

Taking into account Example 4.1, the frequency response
kernel of K	sinc.ej�/ is M sinc.ej� I �/ D 1

h
ej��=h.

The sinc-holdHsinc considered in Example 2.6 has the
hold function�sinc.t/ D sinch.t/. Therefore, the frequency
response kernel ofJ̊sinc.ej� / is M�sinc.ej� I �/ D ej��=h. ▽

V. SPACES ANDNORMS

So far we have glossed over the region of convergence
of the various transforms and the stability properties of the
systems. This section amends this issue by embedding the
signals in appropriate normed signal spaces. The dominant
norm is theL2-norm.

The L2 signal normk Mf k2 of a lifted signal Mf is by
definition theL2.R/-norm of its underlying analog signal
f and it is immediate that

k Mf k2
2 D

X

k2Z

k Mf Œk�k2
L2Œ0;h/

:
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A signal Mf with finite L2 norm therefore is a sequence
that for each discrete time indexk maps intoL

:D L2Œ0;h/

and for that reason we denote the set of lifted signals with
finite L2 norm as̀ 2

L
.Z/, much likeL2

C
.R/ denotes the set

of f W R ! C with finite classicL2 norm.
Straightforward application of Parseval’s identity shows

that its norm can also be expressed in the frequency domain
as

k Mf k2
2

:D 1

2�

Z h

0

Z �

��
j Mf .ej� I �/j2d�d�

(see Subsection A of the Appendix for a similar proof).

A. L2 system norm

The definition of theL2 system normis a different
matter and requires a modification of its LTI counterpart.
For a SISO LTI system theL2 system norm can be defined
as theL2-norm of the output when given a delta function
ı.t � �/ as input. Because of the time invariance it is
irrelevant where the delta function has its peak (at�). The
appropriate generalization of theL2-norm for linearh-shift
invariant systems is the averagedL2-norm over all� 2 R

which byh-shift invariance is the same as the average over
� 2 Œ0;h�:

Definition 5.1: The L2-norm kGk2 of an h-shift invari-
ant systemMu D MG My is defined via

k MGk2
2

:D 1

h

Z h

0

k MG ı.� � �/k2
2d�

▽

It clearly reduces the the standard definition ifG is time
invariant. If the system is given in kernel representation
(4) then

k MGk2
2

:D 1

h

Z h

0

kg.�; �/k2
2d� D 1

h

Z h

0

kg.t; �/k2
2dt:

This L2 system norm is appropriate in that stochastic
interpretations are maintained: theL2-norm squared equals
the over time averaged sum of variances of the output
elements if the system is driven by unit variance white
noise [16]. Note that in contrast to the ordinaryL2 norm
(for LTI-systems), theL2 system norm is not a signal
norm, even though it has the same notationk�k2. Parseval’s
theorem for this case becomes, see [16]:

Lemma 5.1:TheL2 system norm of anh-shift invariant
system Mu D MG My satisfies

kGk2
2 D 1

2�h

Z �

��
k MG.ej�/k2

HSd�

with the Hilbert-Schmidt normk MG.ej�/kHS defined as

k MG.ej� /k2
HS

:D
Z h

0

k MG.ej�/ı.� � �/k2
L2 Œ0;h�

d�

D
Z h

0

Z h

0

j Mg.ej� I �; �/j2 d�d�;

where the last equality assumes (4) and its transform (17).
Proof: See [16], for completeness a proof is listed in

the Appendix.

Example 5.1:Consider the “almost ideal” samplerS�
with sampling function �.t/ D 1

�
1Œ0;��.t/ with 0 < � < h.

The smaller� the more the sampler behaves like an ideal
sampler. The cascade of this sampler with the zero-order
hold hasL2 system norm1=

p
�. Indeed, asMu.�/ ranges

over the delta functions with peaks at� 2 Œ0;h� the output
of the sampler ranges overNu � 0 for � 2 Œ0;h � �� and
NuŒi � D 1

�
NıŒi � 1� for � 2 Œh � �;h�. Hence for� 2 Œ0;h � ��

the output energy of the hold is zero while for� 2 Œh��;h�
the output energy isk 1

�
1Œh;2h�k2

2 D h
�2 . The average energy

therefore equals

k MGk2
2 D 1

h

Z h

h��

h

�2
d� D 1

�
:

The cascade ofideal sampler and zero-order hold conse-
quently has infiniteL2 system norm. ▽

B. L1 system norm

The L1-norm k MGk1 of a linear systemMu D MG My is
defined as theL2-induced norm,

k MGk1 D sup
My

k MG Myk2

k Myk2

:

This is definition makes sense for any linear system,
whether it is LTI or not. If MG is the lifting of an LTI
systemG, it is well known thatk MGk1 D sup! �.G.j!//,
where � is the largest singular value andG.j!/ is the
frequency response (the Fourier transform the impulse
response, causal or non-causal) ofG. Similarly, as [13]
showed, forh-shift invariant systems we have

k MGk1 D sup
�2Œ��;��

�. MG.ej�// (20)

where now the largest singular equals

�. MG.ej� // D sup
Mu2L2Œ0;h�

k MG.ej�/ MukL2Œ0;h�

k MukL2Œ0;h�

:

Systems with finiteL1 norm are said to beL2-stableor
simply stablebecause they mapL2-signals toL2-signals
and have a finite energy gain.

Typically a hybrid signal processing blockJH KS appears
in open loop and therefore is designed stable, i.e., is
designed to map̀2

L
.Z/ to `2

L
.Z/ with finite induced norm.

Clearly for implementation purposes both sampler and hold
need to be stable. A sampler is said to be stable if the
induced norm from its domaiǹ2

L
.Z/ to its rangè 2

C
.Z/ is

finite and likewise a hold is said to be stable if the induced
norm from domaiǹ 2

C
.Z/ to range`2

L
.Z/ is finite.

It is readily seen that the sinc-sampler and sinc-hold of
Example 4.5 are stable in this respect.

VI. T RANSFERFUNCTION OF L IFTED HSPB

Clearly, the transfer function ofMFHSP D JH KS is

MFHSP.z/ D J̊ .z/ K	.z/: (21)

The following lemma establishes that the transfer kernel
of this transfer function is separable for eachz:
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Lemma 6.1:Let FHSP D H S be a HSPB for some
A/D and D/A converters defined by (1) and (2). Then its
lifted transfer function MFHSP is the mapping (16) with the
separable transfer kernel

MfHSP.zI �; �/ D M�.zI �/ M .zI ��/; (22)

for all �; � 2 Œ0;h�.
Proof: See the Appendix.

Remark 6.1:It can be shown that if the discrete-dime
part NF in Fig. 2 is not absorbed intoS orH , the formula
of Theorem 6.1 writes

MfHSP.zI �; �/ D M�.zI �/ NF.z/ M .zI ��/; (220)

where NF.z/ :D
P

i2Z
Nf Œi � z�i is the transfer function of

NF.z/. That is, the transfer kernel of any HSPB is separable
in this case as well. Thus, formula (220) actually justifies
(3), because it shows clearly that the discrete dynamics of
NF can be absorbed into sampler or hold.

Example 6.1:Consider the HSPB in Fig. 6, which com-
prises the sinc sampler and hold (the former is presented
as the cascade of the ideal lowpass filterF lp and SIdl)
introduced in Examples 2.5 and 2.6. Here the signal� is

Hsinc Ssinc

SIdl F lp

yNy �u

Fig. 6. WKS signal reconstruction

the projection ofy into the space of bandlimited signals
having frequency support inŒ�!N; !N �. It follows from
the Sampling Theorem thatu D � and, moreover, ify
itself is bandlimited,� D y, then we have a perfect recon-
struction. Motivated by this discussion, we call this system
the WKS (that is, Whittaker-Kotel’nikov-Shannon) hybrid
signal processing block,FWKS. The frequency response
kernel of the WKS block is easily derived combining the
results of Lemma 6.1 and Example 4.5:

MgWKS.e
j� I �; �/ D M�sinc.e

j� I �/ M sinc.e
j� I ��/

D 1

h
ej��=h e�j��=h

D 1

h
ej�.���/=h:

Note that this kernel has a Toeplitz structure. Together
with the shift invariance of MFWKS, this implies that the
hybrid systemFWKS is actually time invariant. This fact
is remarkable, taking into account that generically HSPBs
are periodically time varying. ▽

The transfer function (21) of a HSPB is special in that it
mapsL2Œ0;h/ to a finite dimensional spaceCn—the range
of the sampler—and then back toL2Œ0;h�. It is immediate
then that the transfer function of any HSPB at anyz

has finite rank. This is an easy yet powerful observation
because it is in fact a defining property of HSPBs:

Theorem 6.1:Let MG be the lifting of a continuous-
time h-shift invariant systemG, the impulse response of
which g 2 L2.R/. Then MG is the lifting of an HSPB iff
rank MG.ej� / � r for somer 2 N and all� 2 Œ��; ��.

Proof: See the Appendix.
In particular if either of the signalsNy and Nu is scalar,

then the rank is1 (or zero).

VII. O PTIMAL HYBRID MODEL MATCHING

We are now in the position to address the problem of the
optimal sampled signal reconstruction. Consider the setup
in Fig. 1 and assume that the signal generatorG is a SISO
LTI system satisfying

A1: the transfer function ofG, G.s/ 2 L1,

A2: jG.j!/j D jG.�j!/j for all !,

A3: the impulse response ofG, g 2 L2.R/.

This class3 includes all real-rational strictly proper transfer
functions having no j!-axis poles. Without loss of gener-
ality we also assume thatNF D I and address the problem
of designingS andH minimizing a norm of

Ge D .I �H S/G D .I � FHSP/G:
We refer to this problem as thehybrid model matching
problem. Two performance measures are addressed below:
the L2-norm of Ge, which corresponds to the case of
“known” exogenous signalw and theL1-norm of Ge,
which corresponds to the case whenw is assumed to be a
completely unknown bounded energy signal.

As discussed in Section V, in both these cases the
problem can be converted to the lifted frequency domain.
Thus, we consider the equivalent lifted model matching
problems of the frequency-wise minimization of a norm
(either Hilbert-Schmidt orL2Œ0;h�-induced) of

MGe.ej� / D
�

I � MFHSP.ej�/
� MG.ej� /

for each� 2 Œ��; �� by an operatorMFHSP.z/ 2 L1, which
is the lifting of a system of the formH S. It follows from
Theorem 6.1 that the latter condition amounts to merely
imposing a rank constraint uponMFHSP.ej� /.

To address rank constraints, note that

rank
� MFHSP.ej� / MG.ej�/

�

� rank MFHSP.ej� /:

This suggests that the lifted model matching problem
reduces to a problem of approximating the (infinite-rank)
operator MG.ej� / by a finite-rank operator. This begs for an
SVD with respect to an appropriate norm.

A. Schmidt representation ofMG.ej� /

It can be shown that the lifted impulse responseMG.ej� /

of a systemG satisfying assumptionsA1,3 is a compact
operator onL2Œ0;h� for every � 2 Œ��; ��. This implies

3These assumptions can be eliminated, yet dealing with cumbersome
technicalities would digress from our main goal in this case.
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[17, Ch. VI] or [18, Thm. A.4.23] that this operator admits
a Schmidt representation of the form

MG.ej�/ Mw D
X

i2N

�i h Mw;ˇi i˛i ; 8 Mw 2 L2Œ0;h�; (23)

where4 f˛i g and fˇig are orthonormal bases forL2Œ0;h�

and �i � 0 are singular values. This representation is an
infinite-dimensional counterpart of the matrix SVD and,
with some abuse of notation, we will use the term SVD
in the infinite-dimensional case as well. The pairs.˛i ; ˇi /

are called theSchmidt pairsof MG.ej�/ and they, in a sense,
determine output and inputdirectionsof the corresponding
singular values�i .

The SVD of MG.ej�/ is really remarkable as we will show
next. Letv D Gw and assumeu 2 L2.R/. Then (13) yields
that

Mv.ej� I �/ D 1

h

X

i2Z

G.j!i /W .j!i /ej!i �

D 1

h

X

i2Z

G.j!i /ej!i �

Z h

0

Mw.ej� I �/e�j!i �d�

D
X

i2Z

G.j!i /
1p
h

ej!i �
D

Mw.ej� I �/; 1p
h

ej!i �
E

:

where!i is defined by (12). This decomposition is already
in the form (23) and to complete the picture we only note
that

˚

1p
h
ej!i �

	

k2Z
is an orthonormal basis ofL2Œ0;h�. We

therefore end up with the following result:
Theorem 7.1:Let G satisfy assumptionsA1,3. Then it

admits s Schmidt decomposition of the form (23) with
Schmidt pairs (directions)

�

G.j!i /

jG.j!i/j
1p
h

ej!i � ;
1p
h

ej!i�

�

and singular valuesjG.j!i/j. ▽

Theorem 7.1 establishes that the singular values of the
lifted frequency responseMG.ej� / are actually the magni-
tudes of the continuous-time frequency responseG.j!/ at
all its aliased frequencies!k . This can be visualized via

0 !N 2!N 3!N 4!N

Q!0 � Q!�1 Q!1 � Q!�2 Q!2

(a) jG.j!/j
0 !N 3!N

Q!0

(b)

0 !N

Q!0

(c)

Fig. 7. Singular values ofMG.ej� / (frequency folding)

the frequency folding procedure depicted in Fig. 7. The

4Note that�i , ˛i , andˇi all depend on� . We, however, suppress this
dependence in the notation.

plots there show the transformation of the magnitude of
the continuous-time frequency response ofG (Fig. 7(a)) to
the singular value plot of its lifted version for the scaled
frequency�=h 2 Œ0; !N� (Fig. 7(c)), both only for positive
frequencies (here we make use ofA2). To help tracing
back the original frequencies in Fig. 7(c), we tagged the
frequenciesQ!i corresponding to the baseband frequency
Q!0 D 2

3
!N and off-band frequencies aliased asQ!0.

Another important result of Theorem 7.1 is that the
directions (Schmidt pairs) of singular values are effectively
independentof G (the factorsG.j!i /=jG.j!i/j are scalars,
so they do not affect the directional properties). We shall
make use of this fact in the solutions of some signal
reconstruction problems below.

Another form of the Schmidt decomposition of the lifted
frequency response can be obtained in terms of its kernel
as follows:

Mg.ej� I �; �/ D 1

h

X

i2Z

G.j!i/e
j!i .���/; (24)

which is just a recasting of (13) for the Fourier transform of
the impulse responseg.t�s/ of G. This form appears more
intuitive, especially combining with the fact, established by
Theorem 7.1, that the functions ej!i � and e�j!i� determine
the directions of corresponding singular valuesjG.j!i/j.

B. Single channel reconstruction

The single channel sampled signal reconstruction prob-
lem assumes that the sampled signalNy remains scalar, i.e.,
that we have only one sensor. This leads to the following
rank constraint:

rank MFHSP.e
j� / D 1; 8� 2 Œ��; ��:

This clearly implies that the best we can do with our
sampling and reconstruction is to match the directions
(Schmidt pair) of the largest singular value ofMG.ej� / at
each frequency� and have a unit gain there. To simplify
the picture, we assume that

A4: jG.j!0/j > jG.j!k/j for all k ¤ 0 and� 2 Œ��; ��,
where!k defined by (12) is a function of� . We call this
property theŒ�!N; !N �-dominance. It is easy to see that
any system with monotonically decreasing positive part of
its frequency response, like that in Fig. 7, does satisfy this
property.

AssumptionA4 actually implies that the largest sin-
gular values of MG.ej� / are jG.j!0/j for all � 2 Œ��; ��.
Hence, the lifted frequency response kernel of the optimal
MFHSP.ej� / at each� is

MfHSP.ej� I �; �/ D 1

h
ej!0.���/ D 1

h
ej�.���/=h:

We have already seen this kernel in Example 6.1. This is
indeed the WKS block, which is therefore the solution of
the single channel reconstruction problem we solve here.

We can thus formulate the following remarkable result:
Theorem 7.2:LetG satisfy assumptionsA1–4. Then the

unique HSPB minimizing bothL2 and L1 norms ofGe
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is the WKS blockFWKS considered in Example 6.1. The
optimal performance indices are then

k.I � FWKS/Gk2 D
s

1

�

Z 1

!N

jG.j!/j2 d!

in the L2 case and

k.I � FWKS/Gk1 D sup!>!N
jG.j!/j

in the L1 case.
Proof: We already proved the optimality ofFWKS. It

therefore suffices to show that the formulae for the optimal
performance hold true. To this end, note that the error
system for the optimal HSPB has the following frequency
response kernel:

Mge.ej� I �; �/ D 1

h

X

i2Z;i¤0

G.j!i /ej!i .���/:

The L2 formula can be derived by applying Lemma 5.1.
The L1 formula follows from the fact that thisGe is an
LTI system, the frequency response gain of which is zero
in Œ�!N; !N � and coincides with that ofG outside this band
(the L2 result can also be derived this way, of course).

Theorem 7.2 establishes thatSsinc andHsinc introduced
in Examples 2.5 and 2.6, respectively, are optimal from
both L2 andL1 points of view. Interestingly, neither the
optimal sampler and nor the optimal hold depends onG
as long as it isŒ�!N; !N �-dominant.

The following result, which is a version of the classical
Sampling Theorem, can also be formulated:

Corollary 7.1: Let G satisfy assumptionsA1–4. Then
perfect reconstruction from measurements sampled with
SIdl is possible if and only ifG.j!/ D 0, for all ! > !N.
In this case the reconstructor isHsinc. ▽

We conclude this subsection with the following remark:
Remark 7.1:If the Œ�!N; !N �-dominance assumption

A4 does not hold, the optimalFHSP should account for
frequency band(s), in which the frequency response gain
of G is dominant. In this case, the optimal sampler will
comprise the ideal sampler and an ideal passband filter. The
frequency pattern of the latter might be rather complicated.
Also, the perfect reconstruction conditions will be different
in this case. The sampled signal will no longer need to
have no frequency content outside of the Nyquist frequency
region. Rather, we should require thatG.j!k/ D 0 for all
k but one (which is not necessarilyk D 0).

C. Single channel reconstruction with noise

The assumption implicitly made in Fig.1 that the signal
v.t/ is perfectly measured by the HSPB might be overly
optimistic in many applications. One possibility to account
for measurement inaccuracies is to include measurement
noise into the reconstruction framework.

In this subsection we outline the solution to the recon-
struction problem in the case when the measurable signal
is of the form

y D v CWnn;

wheren is measurement noise andWn is an LTI system
accounting for properties ofn (like G accounts for proper-
ties ofv). For this measurement equation the hybrid model
matching problem reads

Ge D
� G 0

�

� FHSP

� G Wn

�

:

For any linearFHSP we have that

GeG�
e D .I � FHSP/GG�.I � FHSP/

� C FHSPWnW�
n F �

HSP

D GG� � FHSPGG� � GG�F �
HSP

C FHSP.GG� CWnW�
n /F �

HSP

D .GG�R�1 � FHSP/R.GG�R�1 � FHSP/
� C Q ;

whereR :D GG� CWnW�
n andQ :D G.I �G�R�1G/G�.

Note that the system

Fa
:D GG�R�1 D GG�.GG� CWnW�

n /
�1

is the optimal solution to the pure continuous-time version
of this model-matching problem (i.e., whenFHSP is not
limited to contain sampling).

Now, remember that the directions of singular values
(Schmidt pairs) of the lifted frequency response are inde-
pendent of the system. This, together with the fact that
the signals in the system are scalar, typically enables us to
reduce the problem to the hybrid model matching of the
form

Gaux D .Fa � FHSP/R1=2:

This problem, in turn, is solvable by

FHSP D FWKSFa D FWKS

GG�

GG� CWnW�
n

;

in which the ideal lowpass filter of the sinc-sampler is
preceded by the optimal analog filter for this estimation
problem.

D. Two channels reconstruction

The two channel sampled signal reconstruction problem
assumes that the sampled signalNy is 2-dimensional, i.e.,
that we have two scalar sampling channels, which sample
the signalsv andVmv, whereVm is some LTI filter (a
classical example is the differentiator having the transfer
function Vm.s/ D s). The HSPB in this case has the form

FHSP D FHSP1 C FHSP2Vm

for somescalar HSPBsFHSP1 andFHSP2. This leads to the
following rank constraint:

rank MFHSP.ej�/ � 2; 8� 2 Œ��; ��:

Assuming theŒ�2!N; 2!N�-dominance ofG and follow-
ing the arguments of~VII-B, we obtain the optimal HSPB
in terms of its lifted frequency response kernel as

MfHSP.ej� I �; �/ D 1

h

�

ej!0.���/ C ej!�1.���/�;

for � � 0 (the negative part follows by symmetry using
A2). This expression does not determine optimalFHSP1

andFHSP2 unambiguously. In fact, there is infinite number
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of possible combinations in this case. Yet it is clear that the
perfect reconstruction requires now the bandlimitness ofG
in the frequency bandŒ�2!N; 2!N � (this is equivalent to
rank MG.ej� / � 2). In other words, a!b-bandlimited signal
can be perfectly reconstructed from its measurements by
two scalar HSPBs ifand only if !b � 2!N. The necessity
part here appears to be a long standing open problem [3,
p. 124].

To resolve the ambiguity in the choice ofFHSP1 and
FHSP2, we may impose the same sampler in both chan-
nels. A natural option in this case could be the sinch=2-
sampler (i.e., the ideal lowpass filter with the cut-off
frequency2!N followed by SIdl). With this choice, we do
not need to prefilter measurements if they are already2!N-
bandlimited. The optimalFHSP can then be constructed
using Example 4.1. It exists if the matrix

�

1 Vm.j!0/

1 Vm.j!�1/

�

is nonsingular for all� . If Vm.s/ D s, this condition
holds and we then can use Example 4.2 to derive the
optimal holds in both channels (they will include the sinc2-
interpolator together with the sinc-interpolator in this case).

APPENDIX

This Appendix collects some proofs. Throughout we
assume that the complex numberz is in an appropriate
open region of convergence and thatu is in an appropriate
set such that all integrands are integrable.

A. Proof of Lemma 5.1

This is proved in [16] and is listed here for completeness.

k MGk2
2 D 1

h

Z h

0

kg.�; s/k2
L2.R/

ds

D 1

h

Z h

0

Z h

0

X

k

jg.� C kh; s/j2 d� ds

D 1

h

Z h

0

X

k

Z h

0

jg.� C kh; s/j2 d� ds

D fParseval for fixedsg

D 1

2�h

Z h

0

Z h

0

Z �

��
j Mg.ej� I �; s/j2 d� d� ds

D 1

2�h

Z �

��
k Mg.ej� /k2

HS d�:

B. Proof of Lemma 6.1

The mappingu D H Sy, defined through their convo-
lution representations (1) and (2), is

u.t/ D
X

i2Z

�.t � ih/

Z 1

�1
 .ih � s/u.s/ds

D
Z 1

�1

X

i2Z

�.t � ih/ .ih � s/u.s/ds:

The kernelg.t; s/ of this mapping—see (4)—hence is

g.t; s/ D
X

i2Z

�.t � ih/ .ih � s/:

Therefore the kernelMg.zI �; �/ of the transfer function by
(17) is

Mg.zI �; �/ D
X

k2Z

X

i2Z

�.� C kh � ih/ .ih � �/z�i

D
X

k2Z

X

i2Z

�.� C .k � i/h/z�.k�i/ .ih � �/z�i

D M�.zI �/ M .zI ��/:

C. Proof of Theorem 6.1

(If): This part is trivial.
(Only if): If g 2 L2.R/, then by Parseval we have

that
R �

��k MG.ej� /k2
HSd� < 1. Hencek MG.ej� /kHS < 1 for

almost all � (for all � except possibly on a set of zero
measure). By the definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
then,

R h

0

R h

0
j Mg.ej� I �; �/j2d�d� < 1 for almost all� . For

any of those� the mapping
R h

0

R h

0
Mg.ej� I �; �/ Mu.�/d�d� is

readily seen to be a bounded mapping fromL2Œ0;h� to
L2Œ0;h� and therefore is a compact operator and so has an
SVD with countably many singular values (at mostr in
fact) [18, A.3.24 and A.4.23], that is, has a representation
of the form

Pr
kD1 ˛k.�/h Mu; ˇki where the inner product is

that of L2Œ0;h� (all ˛ks andˇks still depend on�). The
kernel of this mapping hence is

Mg.ej� I �; �/ :D M�.ej� I �/ M .ej� I ��/

:D
�

˛1.�/ � � � ˛r .�/
�

2

6

4

ˇ0
1.�/
:::

ˇ0
r .�/

3

7

5
:

Having finiteL2-norm both partsM .ej� / and M�.ej� / have
finite L2Œ0;h� norm—which by scaling may be taken to be
the same—almost everywhere and then have well defined
inverse Fourier transforms inL2.R/.
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